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Overview

● Researchers have studied the use of educational videos for
students' self-regulated learning, motivation, and engagement.

● Students can learn complex concepts much better when
presented with visual explanatory videos.

● Web 2.0 applications, such as the online video platform YouTube,
may enhance the students' knowledge and retention while
connecting with peers and faculty.



Problem

YouTube is a rich data source containing millions of educational videos.

The availability of this immense variety of online videos poses problems:
● Picking out the relevant, updated, and appropriate ones for educational purposes is challenging.
● The absence of instructors' support may introduce irrelevant concepts and affect the students'

conceptual knowledge.



Problem

● A new Pew research study surveyed 4,594 Americans in 
2018 found that 51 percent of YouTube users uses 
YouTube videos to learn new things.

● 81 percent of parents allow their children to watch videos 
on YouTube. 

● 60 percent of those parents report they’ve seen content 
that wasn’t age-appropriate on YouTube.



Solution

● A concept-oriented peer-based learning framework (COPL) is presented in this work.

● The framework aims to increase the students’ motivation and engagement.

● Create a safe, encouraging, and enclosed online learning environment.



Methodology



Methodology - continued

● The COPL framework is guided by motivation and activity learning theories.

● The proposed framework supports’ intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.

● Students can experience intrinsic motivation when:
○ they feel a sense of belonging and some control over the learning environment.
○ assigning students topics and related concepts that are challenging yet doable and

easy to explain.
○ verbal praise in the video comments by the instructor and other students might

increase intrinsic motivation.

● Students can also experience extrinsic motivation when:
○ assigned digital badges based on their contributions and learning goals.
○ get rewards for peer support.



Methodology - continued
● Engeström's Activity theory explained human

thought processes based on the individual's social
interactions with the external world through
artifacts/tools

● Interactions will be mediated by the implemented
system and influenced by the comments, digital
badges, and the number of likes.

● Through the implemented system, students can
interact with each other and the instructor.

Implemented Platform

Other studentsStudents

CS concepts



Methodology - Rules

● Instructors should ensure that:
○ Students’ videos are relevant.
○ Others are engaged and responding appropriately.
○ Rewards are assigned fairly.

● This approach will help the entire community of learners to extend their collective
knowledge.



System Overview



System Overview - continued



System Overview - continued



Conclusion
● While educational videos are progressively becoming more commonplace in various classroom settings, the large

and diverse catalogs of websites can present an issue of irrelevant, inaccurate, or inappropriate concepts.

● We have described the COPL framework that aim to help improve the students’ engagement and motivation.

● COPL through the implemented system will help the students be directly involved in the learning process.

● This pedagogical approach is described as a “Students as Partners” approach where students form a community of
learners to extend their collective knowledge through the video-based co-explanation of various concepts.

● The implemented system, students can utilize the benefits of educational videos within a safe and engaging
environment.

● Furthermore, through intrinsic and extrinsic motivators induced in the COPL framework, instructors can further
the students' educational success while accurately gauging a student's current knowledge regarding a given topic.

● Our future work will involve the integration of the COPL framework and system in an undergraduate course
within the computer science department. Additionally, we will collect and analyze data related to students’
motivation and engagement through surveys, interviews, and system collected data of user interactions.
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